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Caribous at the Fall Caribou Crossing National Historic Site of Canada, 2000.
Parks Canada Agency/ Agence Parcs Canada, 2000
Elders who called the Harvaqtuuq area their home joined us at the site. These Elders include; David Tiktaalaq, Elizabeth Tunnuq, Barnabas Peryouar, Peter and Miriam Aasivaaryuk.
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"The lands around my dwelling
Are more beautiful
From the day
When it is given me to see
Faces I have never seen before...
All is more beautiful,
All is more beautiful,
And life is Thankfulness.
These guests of mine
Make my house grand."


Photo by William McLeod (MIKAN no. 199809), Library and Archives Canada, Baker Lake.
General view of the Fall Caribou Crossing National Historic Site of Canada, 2000.
Parks Canada Agency / Agence Parcs Canada, 2000
I'm telling you, the ship sunk right down there!
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Recommended Reading

Inuksuit: Silent Messengers of the Arctic by Norman Hallendy
Douglas & McIntyre, 2001
CONSTRUCTION AND SHAPES OF INUKSUIT

Single rock put in place
One upon another
Stood on end
Boulders piled
Flat stones stacked
Stacked and balanced
Fractured stone balanced and supporting
Fractured stone supporting, symbolic
Rock's position altered
Flat stone pointing
Fractured stone/bone sound-makers
Mixed indigenous material: stone, bone, wood, etc.
Mixed media

Inuksuit: Silent Messengers of the Arctic, Douglas and McIntyre, 2001
Inuksuit: Silent Messengers of the Arctic, Douglas and McIntyre, 2001
Tukiliit: The Stone People Who Live in the Wind
by Norman Hallendy
University of Alaska Press, 2009
Matna, thank you!